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A Buyer's and Enthusiast's Guide to

Flying Eagle and Indian Cents
B

owers and Merena is pleased to offer one of Dave Bowers' most popular and
informative books, A Buyer's andEnthusiast's Guide to FlyingEagle andIndian
Cents. This volume is over 500 pages in length, and is a comprehensive discussion
ofall aspects ofFlying Eagle and Indian cents from 1856 through 1909. Chapters
are devoted to grading, past and present market conditions, aspects of rarity, the
minting process, and more, all accompanied by many high-quality illustrations.
Each individual issue is given a chapter of its own, which discusses market
values over the years, rarities at different gradelevels ofeach piece, market tips,
things to watch for when buying, the number of dies used, important die
varieties and unusual features, and more. In some instances over a dozen
pages are devoted to a single coin date!
A beginning collector as well as an experienced dealer will nnd this volume
to contain much information not available elsewhere and ro beaone-book
library on the subject. In addition, it is written in Dave Bowers' highly readable,
informative style.
This book lists for $45.00 plus $3.50 postage.Complete the coupon and then mail it to:
Publications Dept., Bowers and Merena, P.O. Box 1224, Wolfeboro, NH 03894. Or call
roll-free at 1-800-222-5993 and ask for the Publications Department.
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I have enclosed my check or credit card authorizacion for $48.50. Please send me A

Bu)'er's and Enthusiast's Guide to Flying Eagle and Indian Cents immediately.
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The Flyil1g Eagle al1d Il1dian Cent Collectors Society
Our mission is to gather and disseminate information related to
James B. Longacre (1794-1869), with emphasis 00 his work as
Chief Engraver of the Mint (1844 -1869) with a primary focus on his
Flying Eagle and Indian Cent coinage.
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Please help the editor in updating ant errors or changes. If you would like to become a
state representattve (there can be more than one per state) please contact the edItor.

On the cover...
The 1857 S16 "Weeping wing" shows a bold retained cud in the center of
the coin and an extra 857 (with an additional 57 below as well) in the neck to the
right of the Eagle's mouth. The discovery of this variety by Larry Steve was reported
in the August 1999 issue of "Longacre's Ledger". See page 18 for more details.
Image by Rick Snow, Eagle Eye Rare Coins.
Copynght 1999, The Flying Eagle and lnwan Cent Cotlectors Soc,ety, "The Fly-In Club", All rights "served. Artlcles, opinions and comments appe.mng 10 this journal reflee' the
views of thetr authors and lUay or may not .agree with those of me editor or the society. The society specifically reserves the right to edit copY. to require payment in advance, I.()
suspend advertizing privilcg~ or to decline any article, letter to the editor. advertisement or other submitted m3tena] in part or in whole at Its sole discretion, No part ofmis
JournaL may be reproduced, an whole or in part, by any means, without permission from the Society
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Submission deadlines

Ifyou have a substantive article you would like to
contribute, please follow these guidelines:
If you have internet access, you can send text and
images to the editor's E-mail address below. Contact
the Editor for format compatibilities.
You may also send files on a 3.5" PC-formatted disk to
the Editor address below.
Hard copies of the article and pictures may also be
submitted.
Images of material can be made by the editor for use in
the Joumal. Please include the necessary return
postage with the submission.
Please feel free to contact the editor if you have any
questions.

Please submit all articles, letters, columns, press releases,
advertisements no later than the following dates to assure
inclusion.
Issue
#44 2000 Vol. 10.2

#452000 Vol. 10.3
#462000 Vol. lOA
#472001 Vol. ILl

Deadline
Issue date
May 15, 2000
June 2000
August 15,2000
September 2000
November 15,2000 December 2000
February 15, 2001 .. March 2001

$600 in bonuses is to be given with
the "Jim Johnson Literary Award"
for the best articles of 2000

Editor
Rick Snow
P.O. Box 257
Seahurst, WA 98062
(206) 246-6488
www.indiancent.com
ricksnow@seanet.com
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Presidents Letter
Chris Pilliod

This is my fIrst letter as president. I
would like to extend my gratitude for all the
support and well wishing that has been extended.
It is much appreciated. I would also like to
reiterate my thoughts on the direction of the club
and would entertain any input from the member
ship. First a few statistics.

As of the beginning of the year 2000, we
have 449 members, 400 of which are annual
memberships and 49 lifetime members. In addi
tion, we have extended six (6) pro bono member
ships. This compares to John Reich Collector's
Club membership total of 540 and the Liberty
Seated Club membership of 580.

Although we lag a bit behind our brother
clubs, this is not a membership kick announce
ment. In fact, it is just the opposite. We need to
avoid placing minimums on membership levels.
Our goal should be that of maintaining a fruitful
and enjoyable partnership amongst the member
ship, whether it is 449 or 49. Our focus shoulQ
be the quality of the relationship, not the quantity.

The best tool we have at our disposal is
our Ledger. This is our Main Street for interac
tion and diffusion of knowledge, collecting
techniques, market conditions as well as plain old
enjoyment. Since taking over the helm, I have
enlisted a number of our members who are lead
ing experts in segments of the series to commit to

writing on a regular basis. These include Ken
Hill, an error expert; Marv Erickson, a pioneer in
misplaced dates (no other series has more than the
Indian cents); Joe Haney, Bill Walker and Larry
Steve, both variety enthusiasts; and Rick Snow
perhaps no one in the whole numismatic commu
nity knows the marketplace and grading of Flying
Eagles and Indian cents as well a Rick and Brian
Wagner. In addition to this, the one person who
has researched Flying Eagles more than anyone is
Don Curry. Also noteworthy is the expertise of
Frank Leone, without a doubt the leading author
ity on 2-cent pieces (Frank can determine the date
of a 2-cent piece by looking at the reverse only).
The two-cent piece is another popular Longacre
design. Vern Sebby and Keith Meyer have a keen
eye for quality. I am sure I have missed some and
apologize now for so doing, as there are many
others of you who have valuable experience to
share as well as we have a juggernaut of talent
within our ranks. I would also like to see more
articles with a historical or biographical flavor-if
anyone knows a person or an event of interest
please write it up. It would be welcomed.

Whereas our mission for the club is one of
enjoyable partnership, our goal for the Ledger
must be continuous improvement. Let's re-focus
on the fundamental building blocks of good
journalism- improved quality of articles and
photo quality is a must. If we strive and attain
this, I would like to believe there are additional
collectors out there for partnering with our Club
and we would not have to concern ourselves with
membership numbers.

The Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Collectors Society
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Announcements
ELECTION '99
By Jerry Wysong
The Fly-In Club Election '99 is now history.
The
ballots came in bunches at fIrst then reduced to a trickle;
with the last ones arriving on December 8 thru 14.
Some
arrived in perfect condition; some arrived mangled,
wrinkled and tom and several were received in body bags
with a form letter note of apology from the post master for
their deplorable condition. My thanks to those of you who
enclosed the ballot in an envelope.
You had the foresight
to know what the post office machinery can do sometimes.

A total of 89 ballots were received the results of
which are tallied below. The numbers won't add up
because not everyone voted for all candidates or the name
change issue.
We had a few write-in votes which are also
listed.
Some of the ballots contained comments and/or
suggestions which I have passed on to incoming president
Chris Pilliod.
Lastly; a big thank you to those ofyoll who
offered words of encouragement and appreciation to me for
my past articles.

ELECTION RESULTS
Officers:

President: Chris Pilliod - 78
V. Pres.: Vacant
Write Ins: R. Snow - 3
B. Wagner-l
IT. Stanton - 1
l Savio - I
J. Wysong - 2

Secretary: Vacant
Write Ins:
J. T. Stanton - 1
L. Steve - 2
J. Wysong - 2
Treasurer: Larry Steve - 77

State Representative Chairman: W. O. Walker - 68

Name Change from Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Collectors Society to James Barton Longacre Society
Yes: 26
No: 61
State Representatives:
Montana - Pat Dwyer, 44
Nebraska - Quent Hansen, 45
New Hampshire - Lawrence Sturup, 45
New York - W.O. Walker, 46
Ohio - Jerry Wysong, 48
Oregon - Donald Kay, 44
Pennsylvania - Joe Haney, 45
South Carolina, Jerry Sajbel, 44
Tennessee - Gary Wittenburg, 44
Texas - Ken Fyffe, 45
Utah - David Hur, 44
Washington - Kenneth Hill, 45
W. Virginia - John Savio, 44
Wisconsin - Ronald Neuman, 45

Alaska - Robert Hall; 45
Colorado - Thomas Ramm, 45
Delaware - Jesse Fury, 44
Florida - Douglas Hill, 45
Georgia - Ronald Cohen, 45
Idaho - Marvin Erickson, 46
Illinois - Mark Van Deusen, 45
Indiana - David Brody, 45
Kansas - Mark McWerter, 45
Louisiana - Lynn Ourso, 46
Maryland - Larry Steve, 46
Massachusetts - Rudi Rennert, 45
Michigan - S. Scott Smith, 46
Missouri - David Siebert, 45
Write-Ins: Connecticut, Ron Gamill (1)
Iowa, Thomas Robertson (1)
Virginia, J. Cherry (l)

PLEASE NOTE: These Election Results Are Complete
Based on Ballots Postmarked 12/10/99 and Earlier; and Received as of12/14/1999
Total ballots cast: 89
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Announcements
Market action
The finest graded 1888/7 S 1 MS-64RB PCGS
recently sold by David Schwietz to a.collector in the North
west for $60,000 at the February Long Beach, CA show. This
is the coin that was featured on the cover of the May, 1999
issue of "Longacre's Ledger".
Another 1888/7 graded MS-64BN NGC was offered
in Superior's "Pre-Long Beach" sale, February 7-8, lot #45.
The coin did not meet the reserve. As with their commentary
in the SUIOS sale, they were totally wrong in proclaiming that
coin as one of the discovery specimens. The coin offered
traces it's pedigree to the Stack's "Albert Savage" sale,
October 14-15,1997, lot #130 where it sold for $33,000. It
was discovered in their inventory.
In Heritage's FU.N. Sale January 5-7, 2000, an
1872 Indian Cent graded MS-64RD PCGS soLd for $11,212.
Two gem 1877 Indian Cents, one graded PR-67RD PCGS,
the other MS-65RD PCGS were featured in Heritage's
"Long Beach Sale" February 10-11,2000. The MS-65RD
sold for $19,550. The PR-67RD did not find a buyer above
the reserve that was set by the seller.
An 1856 S3 die pair Flying Eagle cent which traced
it's pedigree to T. Harrison Garrett, graded MS-64 by PCGS
("Garrett" on holder) sold for $22,000 by Eagle Eye Rare
Coins.

Fly-In Club Attribution Files
2001 Edition planned.
Plans for the next edition of the Fly-In Club
Attribution guide are in the works. The 2001 edition will be a
fully illustrated 6 volume set. Each volume of the "A-Files",
by Rick Snow, will be between 60 and 100 pages and are
planned to be released throughout 2000 and 200 I. The 1900
1909 volume is nearly complete. Next due out is the 1856
1858 volume which should be ready by the end ofthe year.
This will include an in-depth die study of the 1858 patterns.

Ongoing projects supported by the ciu.b
1857-58 Flying Eagles
I 864-L, 1873 Closed 3
Indian Cent errors and cuds
A-Files 2001 edition

Don Curry
Larry Steve
Chris Pilliod
Rick Snow

Other clubs closely related to our club
American Numismatic Association (ANA)
818 N. Cascade Ave. Colorado Springs, CO 80903 Dues: $26/yr.
CONECA
9017 Topperwind Ct. Ft. Worth, IX 76134 Dues: $20/yr.

Cherrypicker's Guide, 4th edition (Volume 1)
Available soon.
The newest edition of the premier variety guide,
Bill Fivaz and IT. Stanton's "Cherrypicker's Guide" is set to
be released this summer. Due to large amount of new
listings, this edition will be released in two volumes. Volume
one, will cover large cents through nickels. Volume two,
planned for a 2001 release, will feature half dimes though
dollars, gold and commemoratives.
IT. Stanton and Bill Fivaz, along with variety
maven, Mike Ellis, have worked very closely with many
members of the Fly-In Club to make the Flying Eagle and
Indian Cent section a very useful and valuable reference for
collectors of these series.
Great Job guys!!

Brian Wagner retires
Brian Wagner has sold his interest in Eagle Eye
Rare Coins, Inc. to Rick Snow, partner with Brian since
1993.
Brian has been influential in the Flying Eagle and
Indian Cent market as a contributor of market information to
Coin World, Numismatic News, NumisMedia, Cherrypickers'
News, The "Red Book" and The "Blue Book." Brian Wagner
was instrumental in developing Eagle Eye's "Pink Sheet"
market guide as well as the "Eagle Eye Photo Seal" program.
These programs will still be active under Rick Snow's
ownership of Eagle Eye Rare Coins.
Rick Snow plans to relocate Eagle Eye Rare Coins
to Tucson, AZ in October, 2000. Updates and additional
news will be available atWWW.INDlANCENT.COM

Lincoln Cent Society (LCS)
P.O. Box 113, Winfield, IT- 60590 Dues: $28/yr.
The National CollC{;torsAssociation of Die Doubling (NCADD)
P.O. Box 15, Lykens, PA 17048 Dues: $28/yr.
Early American Coppers (EAC)
1468 Timberlane Dr., St. Joseph, MO 49085

Dues: $20

John Reich Collectors Society (JRCS)
P.O. Box 135 Harrison, OH 45030 Dues: $15
Liberty Seated Collectors Club (LSCC)
P.O. Box 776, Crystal Lake, II.. 60039 Dues: $15
Barber Coin Collectors Society (BCeS)
415 Ellen Dr., Brookhaven, MS 39601

The Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Collectors Society

Dues: $15
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Why pay an extrafee to have the variety
attribution of your coin placed on the holder?
ANACS provides this variety verification service
FOR FREE when you request our grading service.

VAM NUInhers - FREE
Overton Numbers - FREE
Fivaz-Stanton Varieties - FREE
Sheldon and Newcomb Nwnhers - FREE
CONECA, Cohen, Bolender, and Breen
and More - FREE
Flynn, Snow and More - FREE
Simply list the variety number to be verifl£d in
the space provided on the ANACS submissionform.
The ANACS graders will verify the attribution,
and the variety designation, ifcorrect,
will be placed on the ANACS Cache.
Would you like the ANACS staff to determine
the variety for you? From an extensive list of
varieties, ANACS will research the standard
references for you and place the correct variety
designation on the holder for a small fee.
* Coins wJacti:ve PVC are not graded or encapsulated.

Suburban Wash./Balt
GNA
Arizona Coin Expo
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March 23-26
March .31-April2
April27-29

Longacre's Ledger

Baltimore, M.D
Dalton, GA
Phoeni'C, AZ

Finally.
A coin site

for everyone.

]
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For the coin kid
in you... for the
coin connoisseur
in you!

;i~~.~---.....
~!!.. ~. ,'-0>" _~~

Welcome to the most complete coin experience on the net. If you
are looking for a specific coin, all you have to do is enter the year,
type of coin, grade you are interested in, and CoinZone searches
the inventory/auction to show you what is available. If your item is
not found, you may post it on the CoinZone want list for CoinZone
Dealers to respond.
Wherever you're headed for coins on the Internet, be sure to
start at CoinZone. CoinZone is designed for everyone, and it is free!
Let CoinZone be your Numismatic On-Line Highway.

NEW CoinZone Dealers!
• Tom Hyland
www.colncache.com
• H. Craig Hamling
www.hcralg.com
• Bryan Hartig
www.hopeantlques.com
• David Heffron
www.greensfleidstamp-eoln.com
• Jerry Nicks
www.colnbug.com
• Harry Rescigno
www.oncientguy.com

• Free Classified Ads
• Free Coin Club Listings
• A Link Library of over 1200
numismatic points of interest
• Free Anicle and News Library
• Free Coin Show
and Events Listings

• Enter to win in our Free
MORthly Prize Section
• Message Boards
• Expen Q&A
• Wanf Lists Viewed by
CoinZone Dealers
• QUick, Easy Access

Sign up for your FREE membership at CoinZone today and receive your
FREE copy of John Aiello's COllectors' Guide and Catalog of Wortd
Paper Monev (A $19.95 value). Simply sign up at ColnZone.com as a
registered user. This valuable resource features more than 1,000 photos
while referencing more than 185 different countries. Offer limited to first
3,000 subscribers!

The Collectors' Choice.
www.coinzone.com

The Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Collectors Society
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How many are there anyway?
By Jerry Wysong
My Best Wishes for Very Happy & Prosperous
than I thought possible. This is in part due to the
Year 2000 and a Hearty Welcome to the new
fine articles prepared by Don Curry (great job
millennium.
Don); and a few unusual things I have found
which I had not seen before. Like an 1858 SL,
My article for this issue is brief because the
which has a retained cud that at til'st blush looks
Christmas holiday season is a slow time of year is
very similar to the 1857 S-9 with the SOc die
for coin shows, etc. The holiday season is a time
clashing. One of the great things about the Led
for sharing with family and friends with these
ger and other similar publications is the forum
activities being first and foremost on everyone's
that is presented for all of us as an opportunity to
agendas. Nothing really will be happening now
share and learn. It's time to get off my soap box.
until the FUN Show in Orlando next week. Actu
ally as I write this and get ready for the next issue
As always; my sincere thanks to all of you who
of the Ledger it is still the 20th century; good old
make this article possible by contributing to the
1999. My wish for each of you is sincere and
Census. It's you who take the time to share, who
from the heart; albeit a bit belated because of the
make it all possible. My mailing address is: P.O.
publishing schedule. Needless to say; I also wish
Box 292561 Dayton, Ohio 45429 For those of
each of you continued success in the good hunt.
you with Internet access, my e-mail address is:
jiwysong@erinet.com If you use e-mail; please
We have been very fortunate this past year to be
include your name so I can give you credit for
your find.
able to report a number of super Finds; and I hope
this continues into the new year as well. Only
time will tell; as we all know only too well.
The fmds reported to me for the period ofOctober 15,
Interestingly; I am learning more about FE Cents
1999 through December 27, 1999 are listed below:
DOUBLE DIES
1. 1870 S-3; EF-40; Tim Cartwright
2. 1868 S-I; MS-62 RB; Tim Cartwright
3.1887 S-I; VF-35; Tim Cartwright
4.1890 S-I; AU-50; Tim Cartwright
5.1887 S-l; ANACSAU-55; W. O. Walker
6. 1909 FND-OOl; EF-40; W.O. Walker
7. 1909 FND-OOl; PCGS MS-64 RB; W.O. Walker
nOllSI
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MISPLACED DATES
1. 1883 S-I; VG-I0; Tim Cartwright
3. 1888 S-8; VF-20; W.O. Walker
2. 1897 S-l; VF-20; Tim Cartwright
4. 1894 S-2; AU-50; W.O. Walker
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1869/18

S-1

4

1

1

3

0

0

0

1

0

10

18721182

S-1

3

2

3

2

1

2

1

4

1

0
0

1888/7 die #1

S-1

6

1

4

1

1

2

1

1

1

0

19

1891/1891

8-3

15

3

8

6

9

2

6

7

1

0

57

1894194

8-1

96

12

15

10

4

5

8

9

4

2

165

1895/895

8-1

11

1

2

4

3

1

1

0

1

0

22

19

CLASHED DIES
N"one Reported
CI

ASHED

OlE TAB'

E

GOlG.E

liE

EE

AU

6llL62.63

64

65

S6

:roI.AL

1857 $20 Obv.

5-7

14,

3

8

4

2

0

0

0

0

0

30

1857 25c Rev.

5-8

1

3

6

6

5

4

1

1

1

0

28

1857 50c Obv.

5-9

18

12

11

6

2

1

2

4

2

1

59

¥ARIErt

Updates:
1.1888/7 S-1; Doug Bird; previously reported as
Extra Fine is now an ANACS AU-55

The Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Collectors Society
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The 1903 Doubled die.
Mike Ellis and Rick Snow
At the recent F.U.N Show, Mike Ellis showed me
an interesting Indian Cent struck 50% off center to the
south. The coin shows significant clockwise rotated hub
doubling on the visible elements of the USA. This would
have to be a new and very significant doubled die, as

nothing so dramatic is known in all of the 20th century
Indian cents. WOW!
Take a close look at the doubling and then check
your collection. You may have the discovery of the year!
But, again you may not...

Die doubling on "UNl"

Die doubling on "leA"
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If you look closely at the entire coin, you notice
unusual weakness near the date. Pilly collector of errors
would question this coin's authenticity because ofthis
weakness. Mike Ellis showed this to me as a counterfeit off

Obverse.

WANTED TO BUY:
VARIETIES
I am a serious collector of varieties 
primarily repunched dates,
overdates, and doubled dies.
I prefer VF or better
(full LIBERTY).
Paying 5 to 50 percent over CDN Bid,
depending upon condition
and type of variety.
Write First!

center cent. He's 99% sure, and so am 1. The small chance
that it's real could be proved by the existence of another coin
with the doubling which has no questionable authenticity
diagnostics. Do you have one?

Reverse.

DAVE'S
D.C.W. COLLEGION
(trusted name in numismatics)

iiTHE COLLEaORS FRIEND"

I BUY-SELL-TRADE
Flying Eagles and Indian Cents.
LARGE FREE price list, Very strong buyer.

When it comes to high grades or
Ex. Rare Varieties, see me.
15 days return privilege. Strict grading a "must."

Larry R. Steve
ANA, CONECA & FLY-IN #2
P.O. Box 291 • Jarrettsville, MD 21084
Telephone: (410) 557-8508
after 5 p.m.

ANA LM4078, FUN-CONECA

p.o. BOX 500850
SAN DIEGO, CA 92150-0850

FAX: 619-513-6557
www.thecollectorsfriend.com

The Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Collectors Society
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On Center Flipover Double Struck Error
By Ken Hill

First strike reverse,
Second strike obverse.

First strike obverse,
Second strike reverse.

About a year ago Chris Pilliod. asked me ifI would
consider doing a series of articles on errors in the Flying
Eagle/Indian Head cent series. The purpose of these articles
would be to present the various types of errors found in the
two series and to explore what caused them during the
minting process. In doing this series I would also like to
share the Flying Eagle and Indian Head cent errors that
others have in their collections. This may be done in one of
two ways. Please e-mail or write me and let me know what
you have and I will list those errors in the next issue of
Longacre's Ledger. You also may ship the coins to me to
photograph and these photos will appear in the next issue.
Chris has assured me the club will be able to pay for your
postage and I will provide the photography. Please contact
me before sending any coins so that I can make the proper
arrangements. I can be reached at

The on center flipover double struck coin is a fairly
easy error to understand. A struck coin is not properly
ejected, flips over and fInds its way back to the coining
chamber for a second strike. The diameter of a struck coin is
slightly greater than that of a blank planchet, therefore, the
coin will not properly seat in the collar before taking the
second strike. The hammer die, in this case the reverse die,
will force it partly into the collar, but part of the coin
remains out of the collar. This results in a partial collar
which is also known as a railroad rim. It has been my
experience that most partial collars are tilted and do not
have a uniform depth around the coin's circumference.

Ken Hill
PO Box 18943
Seattle WA 98118-0943

or

hilljk@worldnet.att.net

Partial collar or "Railroad rim"
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The coin presented here is an 1858 Flying Eagle
cent which is an on center flipover double struck with
partial collar error. The rotation between strikes was slightly
over 100 degrees counterclockwise. In the first two photos
the remains of the first strike are most evident around the
coin's perimeter. On both the obverse and reverse there is a
second set of denticles from approximately K-9 to K-3 (the
upper half of the coin). The next photo shows the tilted
partial collar. The difference in depth of the line caused by
the edge of the collar is quite evident in this photo. Photo 4
is an enlargement of the upper left hand part of the wreath in
which the date on the first strike can be seen. Photo 5 shows
the other side of the wreath with the tops of UNITED which

was not struck out due to the denticles on the first strike.
The eagle's beak can also be seenjust left of the U. Photo 6
shows the left side of the wreath under the date and photo 7
shows the base of the bow and the ribbon ends. Notice how
parts ofAM and RICA from the second strike are fairly
strong and the rest is almost gone. This is due to the field in
the first strike being where MER should have been. There
was no metal to strike up into the die. The devices are
always the deepest part of a die and the highest part of a
coin and when they are present they provide metal to flow

into the die on the second strike. Just to the left ofAM the
top ofF is visible, but it is in three segments due to the
denticles from the first strike. Part of the 0 is also visible.
Why do you think that there are no traces of the eagle other
than the beak on the reverse and ONE CENT on the
obverse? Send your answer to me.

Upper left wreath from first strike,
Date area from second strike.

Base ofwreath from first strike,
"AMERICA"from the second strike.
The Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Collectors Society
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SCARSDALE CeIN

PURVEYOR OF THE COLLECTIBLE COIN
717 White Plains Road • Scarsdale, NY 10583 • 914-722-3606

A fllFFERENT KINfi
OF COIN COMPANY!

1NVV1N.coinhelp.coln

Rick Snow is Now Exclusively

"ICG's Official Consultant for
Flying Eagle & Indian Head
Cents Attributions"
ICG is now attributing, upon request, all Flying Eagle
and Indian Head Cents with Snow Numbers. Simply
submit your coins on an lCG submission form and in
the Variety column print "Snow Number."

Need more information?
Need a EREE ICG Submission Kit?
Contact James Taylor at ICG.

INDEPENDENT"
COIN GRADINC COMPANY

303-221-4424 x203
jamestaylor@icgcoin.COlll

The last word on the 1857 816
By Rick Snow

1857 S16 Showing two sets ofdigits 857 punched into the feathers on the neck
The deadline for this issue had gone by as I left for
the ANA Money Show in Ft. Lauderdale on March 1st and I
still had no idea of an interesting coin to feature on the
cover of this issue of "Longacre's Ledger". I could have
come up with something, so I wasn't worried, but I had not
made up my mind at that time.
No more than 10 minutes into the dealer set up did
I [md a beautiful MS-64 1857 Flying Eagle in a PCGS
holder- Even before a close inspection did my heart jump a
bit when I saw that it had a large die cud on the center of the
obverse. It was the "Weeping wing"! Of course I bought it.
The story ofthe "Weeping wing" is interesting 
some would say controversial. The coin had been known to
collectors for many years. Bill Fivaz was probably the first
to publish the cud about 20 years ago. I had made a note of
the coin in my 1992 book (page 38 under "Others") without
going as far as giving it a variety number- In 1993 when
Chris Pilliod became club attributor, he listed it as S16. I
had thought that the variety fell on the wrong side of the lirie
to be a listable variety. Chris, on the other hand thought that
it was collectable. In 1998, I became club attributor and
when the Attribution guide was published, I marked the
1857 S16 as "delisted", reasoning that if we start listing
cuds in the A-Files, then the flood gates would be opened.
rillet Chris attribute cuds.
In the July 19th issue of "Coin World" and the
August 1999 issue of "Longacre's Ledger" Larry Steve
wrote about multiple digits he found on this coin in his
F.IND.ERS Report. He reported on numerous die stages of
this coin with examples showing full cuds, partial retained
cuds and a fully retained cud example. The digits were
shown with overlays and it seemed quite obvious that it was

18

1857 S16 showing the retained cud
and over-polished wing.
one of the most interesting MPD's of the Flying Eagle
series. It was reinstated as S16.
The controversy was started by an article by a
respected expert and author on :MPD's in the November/
December 1999 issue of 'The HUB", which is the journal
from NCADD (see page 7 for details on joining this club).
The article questioned the validity of the MPD. Being
written in a tone of condemnation, the article cast a shadow
of doubt on the variety. However after closely reading the
article, it becomes clear that the author used a "straw man"
argument by making weak arguments and then condemning
the variety based on them.
In his first argument (paragraph 5) he compared the
digits in the feathers to another 1857 Flying Eagle. He

Longacre's Ledger

showed overlay images, and stated that some of the feathers
on the 816 were missing. "How could they be missing?"
The truth is, they are not. The digits are plainly obvious in
the overlay images he presents. Regardless, there could
easily be big differences if the comparison coin was from a
different hub from the one that produced the 816 die.
The base of the digits line up in the feathers, and
because the shape of the feathers are curved the digits kind
of blend in. After seeing the early die state example featured
on the cover there is no question that they are indeed digits.
The bases of an 857 is visible to the right of the eagle's
mouth. An additional 857 is directly below those with the
base of the 8 visible into the field, and the 57 off to the right
in a straight line.
Other questionable arguments against the 816
included the minute edges of the digits. Dies change slightly

during the press run and minute details should not be used
as any kind of conclusive evidence for or against a variety.
Why is there no base of a 1 digit visible in the eagle's
mouth? The die shows over-polishing in the wing and
mouth area. Perhaps it was polished away.
Is the jury still out on this variety? Not in my
opinion. I am now fumIy convinced that this is a very
dramatic MPD. Others have their opinions, some of which
were presented in the NCADD article. Chris Pilliod, John
Bordner, and Bill Fivaz decided it was not an MPD. Tills
author, IT. Stanton and Mike Ellis think it is. Of course
Larry Steve thinks it is as well. If you are interested in this
variety, you should get one. If you think its only a cud on
the wing, it's still collectable. If you think it's not a variety
at all, that's fme too. My money is betting on the MPD.

1857 S16 showing an overlay ofthe 1857
superimposed over the top set ofdigits.

1857 S16 showing an overlay ofthe 1857
superimposed over the lower set ofdigits.

The Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Collectors Society
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Something New
By Rick Snow
Club Attributer

1870 S35
187/1870 (0).

Obv. 13: (C) The top jIag ofthe 1 shows quite well while the
repunching on the 8 only shows as horns above the digit,
mostly on the left side. The repunching on the 7 is micro
scopic and may not be visible on many examples. Early die
stage. First pairing. Later used on S12 with a Type 2
reverse.
Rev. T3-I: Olive leafand shield points away from denticles.
Heavy diagonal die lines between the wreath and denticles
from 6:00 to 7:00.
Attributed to: Rick DeSanctis

1871 S5
1 in denticles, Shallow N Reverse
Ohv. 8: (RH) The top ofa 1 digit is visible sticking into the
field below the left edge ofthe last 1 in the date. Horizontal
die line below the right edge ofthe last 1.
Rev Tl-B: Shallow N reverse. Olive leafand shield points
away from denticles. Die striations from 10:00 to 4:00 most
evident as numerous die lines extendingfrom the olive
leaves. Areas between wreath and shield are jIat. Die crack
from the rim at 3:30 to the wreath, continuing up the outer
leaves ofthe wreath to 2:00.
Attributed to: Tim Cartwright
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1888 823
111888, .MPD's in hair.
Obv. 22: (LE) Minor repunching visible under the flag and
the base ofthe 1. Two possible MPD s visible in the junction
ofthe 1st hair curl and the ribbon and between the 1st and
2nd hair curl. Heavy die line from the rim at 7:00 through
the U in UNITED and the 1st S in STATES.
Rev. S: Olive leafand shield points connected to the
denticles. Light die crackfrom the wreath to the rim at 1:00
Attributed to: Chris Pilliod

1894 84
1894 9/9 (n).
Dbv. 6: (LE) Moderate repunching visible inside the lower
loop ofthe 9. Numerous die polishing lines visible on early
die state pieces..
Rev. F: Right shieldpoint connected to denticles. Left shield
point and olive leafawayfrom denticles.
Attributed to: Jesse Fury

1897 818
18979/9 (e).
Obv. 19: (LH) Light repunching visible at the base ofthe 9.
Numerous crisscrossing die polish lines, a prominent one
extends from the lower halfofthe 1 through the top ofthe 8
to the ribbon end. A raised curly lint mark is visible qn the
neck below the rear.
Rev. T: Shield points connected to the denticles. Olive leaf
just away from denticles.
Attributed to Rick Snow

Delist 1898 89
This variety was found to be a duplicate of 52.

The Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Collectors Society
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1899 821
1899 9/9 (n).

Obv. 15: (LH) Moderate repunching visible inside the loops
ofthe first 9. Numerous Ii abrasion lines by the denticles left
ofthe date.
Rev. X: Olive leafand shield points well away from den
ticles.
Attributed to: Larry Briggs

1900 819
1900 90/90 (w) % (n).
Obv 22: (LE) Minor repunching visible at the base ofthe 9
andfirst O. The second 0 shows repunching inside the loop
at its base.
Rev. v.- Right shieldpoint connected to the denticles. Left
shield point and olive leafaway from denticles. Thinner
denticles on the lower half.
Attributed to: Ken Hill

1900 820
19/1900 (5), Die gouge on chin.
Obv 23: (C) Significant repunching visible at the base ofthe
19. A bold die gouge is visible sticJa:ng out ofthe chin.
Rev. JV: Shield points connected to denticles. Olive leafwell
away from denticles.
Attributed to: Ken Hill
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1901 818
190/1901 (s).
Obv 22: (RH) Moderate repunching visible at the base of
the I and 9. Minor repunching inside the top ofthe loop of
the O. Diagonal die line from the R in LIBERTY to the hair
under the E in LIBERTY.
Rev. v.. Shield points connected to the denticles. Olive leaf
away from denticles.
Attributed to: Ken Hill

1901 819
1/1901/1 (s,n).
Obv 23: (LE) Bold repunching visible on the top ofthe last
I. minor repunching visible under the flag ofthe I. Rim
crumblingfrom 6:00 to 9:30.
Rev. W: Right shieldpointfirmly connected to the denticles.
Left shield point away. Olive leafwell away from the
denticles. Radial die crackfrom the rim at 10:30 to the a in
ONE.
Attributed to: Ken Hill

1902 812
190212 (s).
Obv. 16: (B) Minor repunching visible under the base afthe
2.
Rev. N: Shield points connected to the denticles. Olive leaf
well away from denticles.
Attributed to: Ken Hill

The Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Collectors Society
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1902 813
111902 (w).
Obv. 17: (B) Wide repunching visible far to the left ofthe
base ofthe 1. The repunched digit was sunk at an angle to
the face ofthe die.
Rev. 0: Shield points and olive leafaway from the denticles.
Attributed to: Ken Hill

Delist 1904 814
This variety was found to be a duplicate of S7.

1904 816
1/1904 (s).
Obv. 17: (C) Strong repunching visible at the base ofthe 1.
A die dot to the right ofthe 0 may be diagnostic.
Rev. Q: Right shield point connected to the denticles. Left
shield point and olive leafaway.
Attributed to: Ken Hill

Note: Very simi1arto 810, 311 and S15.

Delist 1905 821
This variety was fovnd to be a duplicate of S10.

1905 823
1/1905 (s).
Obv. 23: (C) Moderate repunching visible under the flag of
the 1.
Rev X: Shield points and olive leafwell away from the
denticles.
Attributed to: Ken Hill
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1905 824
111905 (s), MPD.
Obv. 24: (B) Moderate repunching visible under the jlag of
the 1. Top ofa 5 digit is visible halfway up the denticles just
leji ofthe 5 digit in the date. The top ofa 0 digit is visible
halfway up the denticles just leji ofthe 0 in the date.
Rev Y: Right shieldpointjust awayfrom the denticles. Leji
shield point and olive leafaway from the denticles.
Attributed to: Ken Hill

Delist 1906 830
This variety was found to be a duplicate of S7.

1906 834
1906 1_011-6 (s).
Obv. 35: (B) Moderate repunching visible under thejlag of
the 1 and inside the 0 at the top.
Rev. AT: Shield points connected to the denticles. Olive leaf
away.
Attributed to: Brian Ostra

1906 835
9/9 (s), MPD.
Obv. 36: (LH) Moderate repunching visible in the upper
loop ofthe 9. Top of0 digit visible near the top ofthe
denticles just leji ofthe 0 in the date.
Rev.: AJ: Olive leafand shieldpoints well away from the
denticles.
Attributed to: Ken Hill

The Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Collectors Society
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1906 836
90/90 (s).
Obv. 37: (LH) Minor repunching visible in the upper loops
ofthe 9 and 0..
Rev.: AK: Olive leafand shield points well away from the
den tides. Radial die crackfrom the rim to the wreath at
3:30, 5:30 and 9:00. A die crack extends from the lowest
olive leafthough the wreath to the rim at 8;00.
Attributed to: Ken Hill

Delist 1907 829
This variety was found to be a duplicate of S11.

Delist 1907 837
This variety was found to be a duplicate of S9.

1907 840
1 in denticles.
Obv. 41: (LH) The tip ofa J digit is visible sticking out of
the denUdes under the 9 in the date. The top ofwhat may be
a 7 digit is visible in the denticles slightly right ofthe 0 in
the date.
Rev. AM: Right shieldpoint connected to denticles. Left
shieldpointjust connected. Olive leaf Connected to
denUdes.
Attributed to: Al Mays

1907 841
190717 (sw), 9/9/9 (s).
Obv. 42: (RE) Moderate repunching visible to the left ofthe
base ofthe 7. Minor repunching visible under the top loop
ofthe 9. Very shallow repunchingfar below the base ofthe 9
which may be visible only on EDS pieces.
Rev. AN: Shield points connected to denUdes. Olive leaf
away from denticles.
Attributed to: Al Mays
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1907 842
19/1907 (s).
Obv. 43: (C) Minor repunching visible under the 19.
Rev. AO: Shield points and olive leafconnected to denticles.
Attributed to Quent Hansen
Repunching is very shallow and may not be visible
on later die state pieces.

1907 843
190717 (sw).
Obv. 44: (C) Moderate repunching visible at the base ofthe
7 only.
Rev. AP: Shield points connected to the dentides. Olive leaf
away from denticles.
Attributed to: Ken Hill
Very similar to 8 11 and 841. Compare date posi
tions.

How to submit coins for attribution
~

What should be submitted: Any premium value variety
which is not listed in the Fly-In Club Attribution Guide. Any
overdate, doubled die, repunched date, and misplaced digit
(provided it is dramatic enough) should be submitted.
How to submit a coin for attribution: There is no limit on
submissions. All coins should be sent to Fly-In Club
Attributor,

Rick Snow,
P.O. Box 257,
Seahurst, WA 98062

All coins should be sent with a listing of the coins, their
insurance value, and a return address and phone number.
How much does it cost?: Please include $4 per coin, plus
return postage. All coin will be returned via the U.S Post
Office by registered and insured postage. Their cost is $5
plus $1 for every $1,000 in insured value.

What will I get?: All new listings will be added to future
editions of the Attribution guide (available from EERC at
Rick Snow's address for $15.95 + $3 P&H). New varieties
will be listed in a future issue of Longacre's Ledger, space
permitting.

The Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Collectors Society
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Personal Insurance Checklist
o

Auto Insurance

o

Life Insurance

o

rIorneovvnersInsurance

o

Health Insurance

..IInsurance for My Collection?
The standard homeowners insurance policy offers limited cover
age for your coin collection or other collectibles. We offer afford
able insurance for your collection.
We have been providing insurance for coin dealers for almost 20
years, and have expanded our program to include collectors as
well as dealers.

Call, write or fax us for a brochure and application form.

Insurance for Collectors
Intercorp, Inc., 1438 West Main Street, Ephrata, PA 17522-1345
Toll-Free (800) 640-7601; (717) 721-3500; Fax (717) 721-3515
Email us at iufo@intercotpiuc uet
Endorsed by the North American Collectibles Association
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Is this listable?
1858 LL Missing Jaw.
Ron Hedglin recently submitted this coin for
attribution. It's a 1858 Large Letter with extreme
overpolishing on the wing and beak. The jaw is almost
completely polished away. There is strike doubling evident
on the eye and "UNIT". This is one of those coins which is a
tough call when I have to decide what is a listable variety,
and what is not. If this is listed., then many other die defects
will become listable. If too many minor or uninteresting
varieties become listed, they will overwhelm the variety
collector and possibly cause them to loose interest.
I personally think this is presently not a listable
variety. If in the future, other die anomalies start to become
listed, then this one should as well.

• Over 400 pages
• Over 200 new varieties!
• 25% larger than the Third Edition
• Spiral, soft, har~ and leather versions!
• Updated information andpricing!
• Over 800 new and improvedphotos!
• New "star" system usedfor interest rating!
• Our new "Dream List"
• "Redbook" varieties identified
• Volume One covers halfcents through nickels.
Volume 2 (due in 2001) will cover halfdimes
through dollars, gold and commems

$34.95

$59.95

SPIRAL AND son BOUND
Plus $4.05 P&H

UMITED EDmON
HARDBOUND

by Bill Fivaz, NLG
and J.T. Stanton, NLG
Edited by Mike Ellis, NLG
Special numbered, autographed copies
in soft, spiral, hard & leather bound
versions only available through

«(STANTON
J).)SOOKS & SUPPUES

Call, fax, or write:
912-355-1976 or 1-800-828-8306
Fax: 912-355-3399
P.O. Box 15477, Savannah, GA 31416

Leather versions available
by reservation only

The Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Collectors Society

or visit our website at:

www.stantonbookS.Gom
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Membership Classified ads

Wanted - The following 1907 varieties:
190717101010
1907 MPD
1907/9 MPD
1907/90
190717 (s)
1907 MPD
19079/9 (s)

86
813
S14
S21
S29
S30
S32

FOR SALE
THE BEST IN REDIBROWN INDIANS:
write or E-mail for list.
Vernon Sebby, P.O. Box 162, LaFox, lllinois 60147.
melva6906@prairienet.com
Also, always buying high grade 1890- 96's.
Vernon Sebby
Fly-ln #474

Al Mays (253) 564-0411
3319 Elwood Dr. W.
Tacoma, WA 98466-2220

Varieties Wanted
RPD's Overdates, doubled dies only.
VF (full LIBERTY) or better.
Write fIrst - Private collector
L.R. Steve,
P.O. Box 291
Jarrettsville, MD 21084

Advertising rates

Advertising policy

Display ads: Rates are for camera-ready copy.

One issue
Quarter page
$20.00
Half page
$35.00
Full page
$60.00
Inside front cover
$75.00
Outside back cover $70.00

Four issues
$65.00
$115.00
$200.00
$245.00
$230.00

Classified: Club members are entitled to one free classified ad per
issue. Limited to not more than 25 words, excluding name and
address. Additional ads or words are 10 cents per word, limited to
50 words, excluding name and address.
Please check submission deadlines in the front of the journal to
avoid missing inclusion in an issue.
Please contact:
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Jonathan Lerner
Scarsdale Coin
717 White Plains Rd.
Scarsdale, NY 10583
(914) 722-3606

Ads will only be accepted from members in good standing of
the society.
The Society specifically reserves the right to require payment
in advance, to suspend advertising privileges, or to decline
any advertisement in part or in whole at its sole discretion.
Minors under the age of 18 must have written parental or
guardian permission.
Only ads for Flying Eagles Cents, Indian Cents and Two
Cent pieces are accepted at this time.
Unless otherwise noted, grading will be in accordance with
the official ANA grading standards for United States coins.
Advertisers must extend at least a seven -day return privi
lege.
Excluding the printing of an ad, the Society assumes no
responsibility whatsoever, and reserves the right to edit or
reject any ad that does not conform to its policy.
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Eagle Eye
Rare Coins, Inc.

P.o. Box 257
Seahurst, WA 98062
(800) 323-2646

Knowledge, Fairness, Integrity

Richard Snow
A complete list of our inventory is available on the internet with full color images at www.indiancent.com

Inventory selections.....

Flying Eagle Cents

1857 S2 MS-63 {PS} PCGS The popular 'Obv. Style of
1856', (Curry-4). This is a super sharp example with frosty
luster. The coin should grade MS-64 but for a small strikethrough near the Eagle's tail...
$1,450
1857 S7 VF-20 (VF-30 NGC) The scarce $20 Obverse
clash. This is a nice original example with strong clash
marks visible. There is slight weakness on Eagle's wing.
NGC-VF30
$1,200
1857 S7 VF-30 ANACS The rare and popular $20 clashed
obverse die. This coin is a totally original example with
sharp details and a very crisp clash. Only a few examples
are known in higher grades: 6 in XF 1 in AU, no MS
examples are known
$1,275
1857 S9 MS-64 {PS} NGC The ever popular 50 cent
clashed die with clash marks on the obverse from a Seated
Liberty Half Dollar. Now that NGC is identifying these on
the holder, the interest should go from High to HOT! Thts
is a full struck example with a very bold clash
$2,650

Indian Cents
1859 S3 AU-58 A neat repunched date. Fully struck with
only a few wispy hairlines keeping it from a MS grade $275
1864 With L SI AU-50 A very bold repunched date, one of
the strongest for the series
$350
1865 Fancy 5 S2 Doubled Die Reverse AU-58 ANA~S
20% RED. The RARE Doubled Die Reverse! One of the top
varieties of the series. This example looks like a MS-63RB
coin with just a trace ofrub keeping it out of the MS grades.
It's been many years since we've seen or handleu .l1is
variety. In fact the last
$2,250

1866 SI VF-30 {PS} ICG Just enough wear to make it
affordable, and all the detail you want to see on a neat
doubled die like this
$300
1867/67 SI MS-65RB {ps} NGC 50% RED. Essentially
flawless surfaces with great luster. A scarce and dramatic
repunched date
$2,250
1868 S3 MS-64BN (PS} ICG A scarce repunched date.
Super full strike with great eye appeal
$475
1869 S2 MS-65RB {ps} NGC 95% RED. A scarce
repunched date (also with some extra digits in the denticles).
A super early die state example. A fully struck piece. A
nearly full red gem. A very tough date to find this nice. This
is a winner!
$1,500
1870 S23 MS-65RB (ps} NGC 30% RED. A super full
strike coin. Perfect surfaces. A bold doubled die reverse too
(at no extra charge)
$1,500
1870 S9 MS-65RB {ps} NGC 15% RED. Neat variety with
a doubled die obverse (same obverse as S-4) and a doubled
die reverse
$1,500
1873 Double LffiERTY SI XF-45 {ps} PCGS A great
example with a lots of detail. The king oflndian Cent
varieties
$3,750
1878 SI MS-65RB {PS} NGC 60% RED. Fully struck with
stunning luster. Neat repunching on the final 8
$975
1887 Sl AU-55 A very scarce variety with very wide
doubling on the right half of the obverse
$800
1890 S2 MS-64RB 80% RED. A super example with lots of
luster. Neat repunched date
$175
1891 SI Doubled Die Obverse AU-55 ANACS The rare
doubled die obverse. We've only handled 3 examples in the
8 years since it's discovery. A very popular doubled die. A
super choice example
$950
1894/94 SI MS-65RB {ps} NGC 20% RED. A super
example of this tough variety. Tills is the most prominent
repunched date in the series and ranks as one of the top 5
varieties in the series
$4,000
1897 S18 MS-64RB ANACS 90% RED. A neat new variety
with a repunched date. Nice very early die state
$175
1907 S20 MS-65RB 90% RED. A neat repunched date. A
gem
$155
1908 S12 MS-64RD {PS} PCGS Fully struck. A neat
repunched date with two bold digits in the denticles .... $175
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Name Your Price
PICK YOUR COINS. MAKE YOUR BID. WITH TELETRADE, THE PRICE

Teletrade gives you the opportunity to acquire the
certified coins you want from the world leader in
intemetltelephone auctions at the price you want
to pay. That is what Teletrade certified
coin auctions are all about.

Is

ALWAYS RIGHT.

It's fun. After all, what could be better than naming
your price and scooping up incredible values on
exceptional coins?

The price ofparticipation is right, too.
It costs you absolutely
nothing to register as a
Teletrade auction participant.
You get a FREE subscription
to our official catalog,
listing all coins for sale in
upcoming auctions. You
can visit OUT website
anytime to check out
selected sale items. And,
when you buy, you have the
confidence of knowing that
../
every coin we sell is backed by
<,'
..../ our financial strength and our
'~0' no-questions-asked return policy.

Every Monday and
Wednesday throughout the year
and sometimes on Sundays,
we auction certified coins
(ANACS, ICG, NGC or
peGS) and take your bids
via internet or touchtone
phone. Every coin is fully
and accurately described in
our catalog, and many are
featured in full color on our
website.

.
~ ..............
'
You decide which coins you
.
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.. .r
,
.
want to buy. You decide how much
v. ~ _. ~. ~~~_
~~.,~
you want to bid. Winning bids are
"''4",~••~.....-,,~,-.,~ "'.,... ~~
Find out why we have sold more
posted on the website, and fifteen minutes
than a million certified coins since
after the auction on our toll-free 800 line. Your
1987-and why so many collectors are having
coins will be shipped promptly, properly packaged
so much fun bidding and buying the Teletrade way.
and fully insured.
To participate in our auctions and receive your
It is just that simple to participate in the most ,
complimentary subscription to our catalog,
exciting auctions in numismatics. And guess what?
call 800-232-1132 or visit www.teletrade.com.
.~
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R_e_gl_'ster today www.teletrade.comorl-800-232Ml132

Teletrade
CERTIFIED COIN AUCTIONS
27 Main Street • Kingston, New York 12401-3853 • Tel: 914-339-2900 • Fax: 914-339-6279
A subsidiary ofGreg Manning AuctWns, Inc. "Auctions Trusted By Serious Collectors" NASDAQ symbol GMAI.
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